It is important for citizens to realize that when brave citizens come forward to alert them that you not
think everything will be alright if you do nothing. That kind of herd mentality means you consent to be
preyed upon and enslaved. If everyone participates (don’t ever assume there are already enough
protesting in the streets and stay home if you are healthy enough to join in), then change for the better
will be effected. Remember GOD and brave souls watch to see you in action or inaction; so always do
what you know is right.
In these days of great tribulation, there will be those who come forward and then wicked individuals
may threaten or kidnap someone or persons they care about. If those who come forward to tell you
what is going on later recant openly; you should suspect government coercion rather than that the
correction is true. You should remain on alert and never let greedy, corrupt, unrighteous individuals
threaten you and your families liberties and lives again. In order to have competent, knowledgeable
individuals in all walks of life, we must properly educate the children, instead of intentionally dumbing
them down to be easily brainwashed, manipulated and enslaved (as what is going on under current
leadership in so many places on earth). Above all people must know they were carefully thought of and
designed by GOD, so that they apply themselves during their life’s journey, instead of wandering to and
fro and often making very selfish and very harmful decisions to themselves and others.
I am not for violence, but I am for GOD’s people to defend themselves from roving hordes of insane
demoniacs that think it’s acceptable to rape, rob, pillage, plunder and destroy others indiscriminately to
satisfy their evil lusts at the expense of others.
I am not for violent revolutions, but I am for a united population that holds the few elitists accountable
when they make oppressive, tyrannical decisions that put people on the streets, homeless and dying
while they luxuriate from the excessive taxation and ill gotten gains of corrupt bribe taking causing
masses to suffer.
I am not for complete socialism, but I am for public accountability and services that make for a standard
of life where no one is left starving to death while others luxuriate as multi‐millionaires and billionaires
with great excesses.
I am not for unsubstantiated, unfounded belief systems or man‐made traditions or religions, but I am for
truth in science instead of the deceitful practice of using falsified “science” to justify faith based topics
like the lunatic fringe theory of evolution.
I am for teaching all souls the Word of GOD as contained in the Holy Bible, Old and New Covenants.
I am not for selective or rewritten history, I am for creating life journal database so true history is
accessible to those coming in the “future”. I would preserve true history by making it a mandatory part
of national education to conduct audio‐video recordings of elders and their life experiences along with
mandatory questions such as most important life lesson learned, greatest experiences of life impact,
worst mistakes, any suggestions, ideas to improve existing products, services, organizations, etc. instead
of wasting generational knowledge. All the footage would be compiled and made internationally

available for study by those in our national education (required as a year long course during grades 8‐
12).
I am for fundamental literacy, but also for diversified educational approaches recognizing learning styles
and with a goal of uncovering the God‐given talents and skills given to each individual and helping them
recognize it during the earlier years of education. I am for immediate implementation of making health
care a priority by nationally sponsoring med school even to post graduate levels for any showing desire
and aptitude and in all other areas making national education available to all up to at least a 4 year
college degree or trade or vocational training to a professional level for all citizens. Additional education
could still be privately obtained, but everyone would be given a fighting chance in the national and
global community to make an honest living.
I am for making certain all nations have enough food and water for their citizens because any nation
that destabilizes that drastically has far reaching effects on everyone else.
I am for diplomacy not war. War is always a very last resort when all other efforts fail to curtail evil
aggression. At the same time I am for advancements that can restrain large and small quantities of law
breakers non‐lethally, while protecting law enforcement or military personnel.
I am for an end of all fossil fuel burning for energy. We have the knowledge and ability to use the
sustainable and ecologically safe energy sources of solar, wind, tidal, waste incineration, gravitational,
geo‐thermal and other GOD‐given energy sources.
I am for wise informed leadership that manages our natural resources and requires green spaces
planted with vegetations that provide fruit, nuts and other edibles for the population base in that
region.
I am against using agriculture for any product or service that would drive up the cost of food for people.
Instead we need to massively increase oceanic farming of fish and sea vegetables.
We must immediately address potable water for all souls through desalination plants and water
precipitators. Massive aqueducts inland need to be constructed from the desalination plants to avoid
sea line congestion.
All residential superstructures (for dense population regions) need to be constructed as self sustaining
as possible for the residents with food, recreational and professional services integrated as well as it’s
own energy generation. This can be accomplished by integrating solar and wind technologies as well as
rain gathering and drilling into underground aquifers as well as waste water recycling in each structure
built. (biosphere experiment in practice). Underground cities need to be constructed so we utilize the
volume of the earth’s crust and not just surface area. Natural light can still be directed underground
through directional light tubes already available. Scrubbers and air filtrations are also already available.
Plasma technology is getting to a point of high temp energy production, but until then, geo‐thermal or
other sustainable energy sources can provide for a population base that can only expand in proportion

to the underground regional expansion constructed. Underground transit system needs to be
transnational if not intercontinental to avoid losing surface area to expanding roadways.
Conversion to electro‐magnetic motors for all private vehicles with solar/hydro boosts and nano‐power
cells for potential energy storage (instead of the chemical construction presently). All petrol combustion
engines should be removed and refitted with the new engines as soon as possible.
Many more current technologies exist, including information specialists for all health care so that
international expert knowledge is available to apply to every individual, but I won’t list all that I know
here and now, I want people vying to keep me alive.
A couple things that can soon be accomplished if we will start to work together instead of against each
other are:
Air transport needs to change from jet propulsion altogether to gravitational/anti‐gravitational/
magnetosphere attraction/repulsion. This technological advancement can be utilized for space travel
between planetoids and systems.
Eventually time travel will be possible once the Fourth Dimension is understood and the Known
Universe correctly mapped for past, present and future. All that is necessary is to discern the origin via
reverse extrapolation of current observation of time and space. Coordinates in time and space have
four coordinates with respect to the origin of 0,0,0,0. Time is measured by a unified increment in
instance as small or as large as desired and all objects are expanding from the origin at a virtual constant
except for occasional collision or interplay of gravitational/magnetic forces of the rotating generators of
liquids and metals in the visible masses of the galaxies and subsets thereof. By calculating the rate of
expansion from the origin and known trajectories, objects in time and space from the origin can be
identified in time and space (fourth dimension –“past”, “present”,” future”) Once known objects are
correctly given their respective parameters or sets of coordinates in time and space then anyone so
knowledgeable will have both origination and destination identified in the fourth dimension. What has
been kept from my personal knowledge is the mode of transport necessary, even though I can identify
coordinates of objects in the fourth dimension.
I know molecular disintegration is currently possible to handle excess waste, but If I told how this is
done corrupt individuals would weaponize the technology.
All of our current knowledge is severely limited, in GOD and CHRIST there is so much more that if we
were faithful and loving to one another, all viruses and biological illnesses could be completely
eliminated via implementation of certain technologies only now just being discovered.
I suppose, I just don’t want that knowledge to be given exclusively to those who would keep it from
being used or extort individuals for the cure, so I won’t go into further details of just how much I’ve
been shown here. I do want people to work with me to make certain greed is put in check and we
provide certain knowledge and the things that make for life such as food and water readily available to
all, instead of being controlled by just a few.

If you, the people of the world want to be exceedingly blessed, you must all come to know the Creator
of the Universe personally by repenting of your sins and receiving the Redeemer and our LORD and
SAVIOR, YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH. Once you Repent and are Baptized in His HOLY NAME, you will be
Anointed with HIS HOLY SPIRIT, THE HOLY GHOST, THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, THE VERY SPIRIT OF GOD and
commune with HIM directly. He will teach you all things, guide you into all Truth, empower you to do
what is considered “supernatural”, Comfort and Encourage you, and receive you into Glory upon your
“deaths”.
Let us cease from our crimes, wars, lies and derisions so that He will pour out His Blessings upon us. Let
us stop hording resources greedily, and create jobs that address the supply to meet the demands
instead. A quote from a movie rings true in our mutual dilemmas, “Help me, Help you…”
Let Love be without pretense or dissimulation.
Let GOD be Glorified
Let the LORD Reign in your lives.
May HE return soon.
Praise and Thank YAHOSHUAH and GOD, our CREATOR, always.
Cherish, Comfort, Edify Each Another and Share Your Gifts, Skills and Talents to Mutual Benefit out of
Sincere, Godly and Pure Love for One Another. Amen.

